Since 1965, there has been a remarkable decrease in the number of tobacco cigarette smokers in the United States. The number has fallen from over 40% of American adults in 1965 to below 20% in 2015. Despite this, an estimated 480,000 smoking-related deaths occur in the United States each year. On average, male smokers are dying 12 years earlier, while female smokers are dying 11 years earlier than non-smokers, which amounts to over 5 million years of life lost annually. It is estimated that $170 billion is spent each year on smoking-related illnesses. Finding an effective means of curtailing addiction to tobacco is a vital health policy issue. The topic of smoking cessation becomes even more urgent when we consider that individuals who successfully quit smoking before the age of 35 can have a similar life expectancy as non-smokers. Similarly, those who quit by age 50 can cut their chances of dying in the next 15 years by half. In summary, smoking cessation at any age provides higher life expectancy, which provides a strong rationale for all physicians to ask every patient about tobacco cigarette smoking, including exposure to secondhand smoke.

The current methods to help a patient stop smoking can be categorized into two approaches: 1) behavioral and 2) pharmacological therapy. Each method has been shown to be effective alone, but they work best when combined. Behavioral interventions may include physician office visits and phone calls, one-on-one counseling with a trained professional, group counseling and printed or on-line self-help material (i.e. booklets and quit lines). Proven effective interventions include identification of a support system that can help individuals anticipate and avoid triggers for relapse. The UCLA Health website (https://www.uclahealth.org/Pages/patients/smoke-free/smoking-cessation-treatment.aspx#programs) has an entire section dedicated to smoking cessation interventions for faculty, staff, and patients. Under the smoking cessation tab on uclahealth.org, there are several links to support groups, help lines, cessation programs, and a list of physicians who specialized in addiction.

The main pharmacological methods include the first line drugs bupropion and varenicline along with several forms of nicotine replacement therapies (NRT). All pharmacological therapies are contraindicated in pregnancies. All seem to be similarly effective, and the choice of which to start should be made in consultation with the patient to consider side effects and additional therapeutic effects. For example, bupropion is currently one of the best drugs available and is successful in approximately 1 in 5 people, as they remain abstinent through the first year of therapy. Bupropion is contraindicated in patients with seizure disorders but may be especially effective in depressed tobacco cigarette smokers. It is also important to note bupropion should be avoided in patients taking MAO inhibitors. Patients often begin with 150mg/day of bupropion and depending on their tolerance can increase to 300mg/day after the third day of therapy. Bupropion, like most smoking cessation medications and NRT, is covered by many insurance plans including Medi-Cal.

Varenicline is another first-line drug that has been successful in promoting long-term smoking cessation. A review from 2013 reported that varenicline was more effective than any single form of NRT or bupropion. However, a combination of multiple NRT was as effective as varenicline in successfully leading to long-term smoking cessation. Although varenicline compared to bupropion was shown to have a higher quit rate initially, long-term quit rates were similar. The FDA recently required an addition to the boxed warning on varenicline indicating it can cause “changes in behavior, hostility, agitation, depressed mood, and suicidal thoughts or actions”.

NRTs can be delivered through various methods including gum, patch, and nasal spray. No form of NRT is thought to work significantly better than any other, therefore the patient should choose the NRT that fits their lifestyle and budget best. Some prefer patches because they are thought to be the easiest to use; however, others prefer the gum or inhalers because they tend to be better at relieving acute nicotine cravings and may have the added benefit of providing some oral satisfaction. Regardless of what form is used, NRT is believed to increase likelihood of long-term cessation over placebo by 50-70%. It is also thought that a combination of NRT is superior to using only one form, although this was recently challenged in a study that showed there was no significant difference in efficacy among nicotine patch alone, varenicline, and combined NRT treatment. Combining the two forms of pharmacological therapies (NRT along with one of the drugs) has been thought to be a more successful approach. A Cochrane review showed combining NRT and bupropion had a higher quit rate when compared to bupropion alone.

Although all of these pharmacological therapies are similarly effective, the long-term success rate of any of them is low. According to the CDC, nearly 70% of smokers are interested in quitting and just over half have attempted to quit in the past year. Unfortunately, only 6.2% were able to achieve this goal. Whether the problem is compliance, accessibility, cost, or simply ineffective cessation techniques, the bottom line is that even people who are determined to quit are frequently unsuccessful with the current cessation methods available. A
relatively new nicotine delivery device has become available, the electronic (e)-cigarette, which may provide one more tool in the pharmacological armamentarium to help smokers addicted to lethal tobacco cigarettes quit. Although not marketed or proven to help smokers quit, electronic cigarettes have been used by current tobacco cigarette smokers for this purpose.12

There is limited but promising data regarding e-cigarettes and smoking cessation. In a study of tobacco cigarette smokers who did not intend to quit smoking, e-cigarettes led to an 8.7% quit rate at 1 year.13 In another randomized study of e-cigarettes with nicotine, e-cigarettes without nicotine, and the NRT patch, all three groups had similar long-term quit rates.14 A systematic review from 2015 concluded that 18% of people using e-cigarettes had successfully quit smoking.15 A Cochrane report from 2014 concluded that e-cigarettes were effective for long-term smoking cessation when compared to placebo e-cigarettes and that there was no evidence of health risks associated with short term e-cigarette use.16

Although e-cigarettes might be viewed as just another NRT, they are actually providing an element that goes beyond nicotine replacement alone. E-cigarettes satisfy more than just the chemical addiction to tobacco cigarettes through the mimicry of the bio-behavioral component. Anecdotial evidence shows people often relapse in their effort to quit smoking because they also miss the non-nicotine components of smoking (i.e., oral sensation, blowing smoke out of their mouths, and the socializing that is associated with smoking). Much of our current cessation techniques focus entirely on the pharmacological needs. E-cigarettes successfully incorporate these bio-behavioral components of addiction while also satisfying the pharmacological needs.

Nonetheless, significant controversy surrounds the use of e-cigarettes as a smoking cessation strategy since they are not proven to be effective nor are they approved by the FDA as a smoking cessation tool. Furthermore, the long-term effects of e-cigarettes remain unknown. Finally, NRTs are only recommended for relatively short periods of time, although many are used for years by former tobacco cigarette smokers and without apparent harm.16 The concern that e-cigarette use will simply substitute one addiction for another is valid but contradicted by one study that showed 73.1% of participants who had successfully used e-cigarettes to quit smoking had also stopped using e-cigarettes after one year.17 On the other hand, it has been argued that smokers using e-cigarettes are less likely to quit smoking than smokers who do not use e-cigarettes.18 This claim has recently been challenged by a time series analysis of the prevalence of e-cigarette use among smokers, which demonstrated a direct association between e-cigarette use and successful smoking cessation.19

In summary, tobacco cigarettes lead to approximately half a million premature deaths in the United States each year, and with the current available smoking-cessation methods (behavioral therapy, bupropion, varenicline, and NRT) only 6.2% of smokers are successful in their quit attempts.3 The lack of reliable data regarding e-cigarettes as a smoking cessation tool has made it nearly impossible for physicians to have a consensus.18 Nonetheless, it must be acknowledged that even if success rates are not better than other NRT, the broad appeal and popularity of e-cigarettes may significantly reduce the number of people addicted to lethal tobacco cigarettes. E-cigarettes should be considered as a potential resource for patients unable to quit tobacco cigarette smoking despite using traditional smoking-cessation strategies.
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